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	Preparing for take-off in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Julius Nyerere International Airport Terminal III

	Increasing capacity in Port Hedland, Australia
Iron ore loading berth

	Natural gas for Jordan
Preparations begin for Aqaba’s new LNG terminal

Built and designed especially for the
construction of the Wheatstone LNG jetty
near Onslow, Western Australia:
a second cantilever bridge
that builds a jetty piece by piece, hoisting
itself forward every time a bent is finished.
Shown here being assembled on site, the
bridge is now on its way to its destination
1.2 kilometres off the coast. More about
this BAM Clough project for Bechtel and
end user Chevron on page 14.

BAM International is an operating
company of Royal BAM Group, one of
Europe’s largest contracting companies
active in construction, property, civil
engineering, public-private partnerships,
mechanical and electrical contracting,
consultancy and engineering in
30 countries across the globe.
BAM International operates outside Europe.
Until recently we were known as
Interbeton or by the name of our
subsidiaries, such as Harbourworks,
Decorient and Higgs & Hill. Those
names have been changed to include
the BAM group name. Along with other
companies in Royal BAM Group we benefit
from the collective financial strength,
know-how and experience that lie within
our Group.
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Veen man +

‘Consolidation of

View

growth and a new horizon’

Welcome to this ninth issue of View, BAM International’s client magazine in its
fifth year of publication.
In this issue we would like to give you an insight into our efforts to sustain
the growth of our business and to consolidate the organisation we have built
thanks to the trust and confidence of our clients.
We are introducing some further new faces, including that of Wouter Remmelts,
who recently joined Martin Bellamy and myself as the third member of our
Management Board. Wouter returns to our company after several years with
our Dutch sister company BAM Civiel, we are also presenting Eric van Zuthem,
our Area Manager Africa. He shares his view on the enormous potential of the
African market.
Together with our Corporate Safety Manager Matthew Friend, Managing
Director Martin Bellamy presents our view on safety: to create an incident and
injury free working environment within BAM International.
Another key aspect of consolidation is recruitment. We are proud to present
our first online recruitment event aimed at an international group of
experienced civil engineers. We are also proud to present many of the people
currently making it happen, including a group of highly competent female
professionals from one of our projects in Indonesia.
The new projects mentioned in this issue are a testament to our pursuit of
new business. As the end date of our strategic plan for 2015 approaches we
are already looking ahead to a new horizon. We’re gladly inviting you to keep
sharing our journey.

George Mazloumian,
CEO BAM International bv
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BAM International takes safety in construction to the next level

‘Incident and injury free:
it can be achieved’
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Safety in the contracting industry has improved enormously over the
past 30 years, partly as a result of government and industry law and
regulations. Now it’s time to take the next step and even further
ingrain safety in our corporate culture. Managing Director Martin
Bellamy and Corporate Safety Manager Matthew Friend explain.

‘Change can never happen out there,
if it is not led from the top’
BAM International is embarking on a journey
towards an incident and injury free working
environment. An environment in which doing things
right and safely the first time is simply the way
things are done.

Global consistency
Early in 2013, the BAM International Board
recognised that the expansion of BAM International
into different countries and industries and into
working for different clients meant working with
different cultures. Managing Director Martin
Bellamy: ‘We have a good safety track record, but
there are still improvements that can be made.
Our vision is to achieve an incident and injury free
working environment by developing globally
consistent compliance and behaviour led by
committed BAM International management teams.’
Corporate Safety Manager Matthew Friend adds:
‘Laws and regulations from governments and
industry have played a large part in bringing us
where we are now. The next step, however, is not
more ‘paper’, but a change in culture. We need to
consider people’s attitudes and behaviour. We need
to change the way we think. Working safely has to
be something people want to do, not something
they have to do.’

Leadership by example
Personal conviction and leadership by example are
at the heart of BAM International’s chosen approach.
A corporate leadership team has been established to
guide the organisation through the change. In
addition to Martin Bellamy and Matthew Friend, the
team consists of senior managers in key positions
within the organisation. Their first action was to
organise a workshop in April during which they
shared their vision with a much wider group of
colleagues. Their clear commitment and
accountability for consistent safety behaviour
will flow through the organisation.
Martin Bellamy: ‘We choose to lead by example, but
leadership is not limited to people in management
positions. Everyone who takes safety seriously is a
leader in their own working environment.’

In this new approach to safety, BAM International is assisted by JMJ Associates, who
have a track record in working with companies in the process of cultural change.
JMJ’s international office network closely aligns with that of BAM International and
their client base includes many leading global companies.
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‘Africa’s potential
is being
recognised’
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My View
Name
Job

Eric van Zuthem
Area Manager Africa

Seven of the ten fastest growing economies between 2011 and
2015 are African countries, according to The Economist.
Investors are increasingly drawn to the continent by, among
other things, recent gas finds and rapid urbanisation. Healthy
opportunities for a quality contractor and its clients, says
BAM International’s new Area Manager Africa, Eric van Zuthem.
Since its first projects on the continent in
the 1950s, BAM International has had a
permanent presence on the African continent.
In the last decade the company has
established two regional offices in Ghana and
Tanzania to increase its logistical efficiency.
Recognising the strategic opportunities on
the continent, BAM is now connecting its Area
West Africa and Area East and Southern Africa
with one overall Area Manager Africa.

‘BAM is in a position to
support global clients’
African ambitions’

While the market for privately funded
construction is growing rapidly, Africa also
still stands to benefit from co-financing by
donating countries. ‘Another example of
how we can put our experience to good
use,’ says Eric, ‘as we can work together
with clients in creating structured finance
schemes that include concessions and
commercial loans backed by export credits.’

The advantage of historic presence
Opportunities for our global clients
‘Positive developments are happening all over
the continent’, says Eric van Zuthem, who was
appointed Area Manager in 2013. ‘BAM’s
global clients see opportunities on either side
of the continent and we’re in a position to be
of service to them wherever they go.’
The key growth factors of African economies
to impact BAM International are the growing
mining and oil and gas markets and the
up-and-coming middle classes in a growing
number of African countries.
Eric van Zuthem: ‘The market for natural
resources creates a demand for maritime
ports and jetties. Furthermore, this growing
industry along with the rapid urbanisation
requires further demand for infrastructure
such as airports, but also water supply and
sanitation networks. In addition, we see everincreasing opportunities to provide the kind
of value we like to bring to buildings such as
stadiums, hotels, hospitals and embassies.’

‘With our history in Africa we have been able
to create strong regional establishments
that combine the talents of local and
international management and staff. We are
aware of our corporate social responsibility
and as a global organisation we strive to
maintain consistent standards of quality and
safety. Our permanent presence on the east
and west coasts of the continent allows us
to maintain a fleet of specialised marine
equipment that can be deployed without
the delays of transcontinental transport.’

Before his appointment in Area Africa,
Eric van Zuthem worked on various
BAM projects in Europe, the Caribbean
and the USA. He then joined the board
of an independent civil marine
construction firm in California. His new
position is a return both to BAM and to
the climate and culture of the years he
spent in Nigeria as a child.
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Quaywall Limbe Shipyard
Location
Limbe, Cameroon
Client
Cameroon Shipyard and Industrial
Engineering LTd
Contract period
November 2012 - July 2014
Contract value
€29 million

A calm sea outside Limbe, Cameroon, provided the perfect
opportunity to take this picture of BAM International’s barge at work
on the multi-purpose quay wall at CNIC’s shipyard.
Due for completion in May 2014, the quay
wall will receive oil rigs from the wider
region for repairs and maintenance at
CNIC’s shipyard. Executed with minimal
impact on the natural environment and
maximum involvement of the local
community, the construction of this quay
wall will prove a significant contribution to
Limbe’s economy.

Smooth sea in Cameroon

Multi-purpose quay wall for
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Orphanages in the villages near the Limbe shipyard received visits from Limbe Shipyard team members
when Christmas came not long after the start of the project in Limbe. In the spirit of the holiday season,
the team brought the children gifts.
Left at the middle row: Gerard Turk, BAM International’s Project Manager.

More than the contract
In keeping with BAM’s goal to always leave
something more behind than what’s stated in the
contract, all project plans include CSR initiatives in
consultation with team members. In addition,
some team members act on their own initiative.
On this project, the hike to Mount Cameroon to
raise money is a fine example.

Hike to raise money
On their own initiative, a group of seven team
members organised a three-day hiking tour of
Mount Cameroon to raise some money for The
Institute of Cancer Research. Mount Cameroon,
also known in the local language as Mongo ma
Ndemi (Mountain of Greatness), is the highest
mountain in West Africa, rising 4,100 metres above
sea level. It is also an active volcano, which last
erupted in 2000.

From left: Rick van Lent, Richard Ward, Marleen de
Jong, James MacDougall, Rolanda Albay Jr., Jaime
Orduna Mozo and Frans Pieter de Jong.
The group of seven, all of whom had been directly or
indirectly touched by cancer, reached the top of the
mountain after spending the night in a cabin at 2,860
metres height. It was freezing cold and windy at the
top, but the sense of achievement was immensely
rewarding. After that, they had the most scenic side of
the mountain ahead of them for the descent and their
return to the project site.
The group have walked a total of 50 kilometres. They
shared a beautiful experience, and have raised just
short of 500 euros for their cause.

More information about The Institute for
Cancer Research on their website: www.icr.ac.uk.

Limbe’s shipyard
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Margo City Hotel
Location
Depok, West Java, Indonesia
Client
PT Duri Dibya Property
Contract period
July 2012 – September 2014
Contract value
€12 million

xxxxxxxx
Parlin
Erickson
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Project
Manager

Margo City Hotel arises in Indonesia

Nearing completion

Just some five months more to go before the
completion date, construction on the four-star
Margo City Hotel in Depok, near Jakarta,
Indonesia, is progressing rapidly.
Margo City Hotel is the next milestone in the rise
of Depok as an attractive part of the Jakarta
conglomerate. The high-rise hotel adds four-star
accommodation for commuters and tourists in a
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strategic location near the road to Jakarta city
centre. The design by PT Airmas Asri includes eyecatching features such as a curved façade on the
13-storey tower and a large dome on the building’s
podium.
BAM International was awarded this construction
contract in 2012 and previously constructed the
adjacent shopping mall of the same name.

Live Day
to recruit
senior civil engineers
Experienced English and Spanish
speaking civil engineers were
invited to join BAM International
in an online tour through our key
production processes and two
project locations.

Deputy Project Manager Ronald de Geus.

In an online video presentation they
watched BAM International’s entire process
of engineering, production, logistics and
construction, by following the journey of a
large concrete beam from its development
in the Netherlands to its fabrication in
Indonesia, its transport to Australia and
finally the on-site implementation with
custom-built equipment. From two of our
project managers on site, they learned
about the related technical and logistical
challenges.

Campaign website
The campaign website: www.online.
careersinternational.com/baminternational
will continue to be live and open for job
registrations after the event for five months.
Interested people with relevant profiles can
apply here for the job of their interest.

After the video tour, the engineers were
able to participate in a live chat with the
BAM International Board and several project
and engineering managers.
View - Volume 5, Issue 1 - 2014 11

Client’s view

‘A relationship built
on trust and respect’

Rusli Gunawan
President Director
of PT Indochemical
Citra Kimia

Jetties, a head office and now a hotel: the relationship between
BAM International and our Indonesian client PT Indochemical Citra
Kimia goes back to the 1980s. Rusli Gunawan, President Director of ICK,
shares his view on the hotel project and the relationship between a
client and his contractor.

We decided to invest in the hotel project
in Cikarang to provide suitable, quality
accommodation for mainly business people
working in or visiting the industrial estates
in the east of Jakarta from Bekasi to
Karawang. Our main customer target will
be Japanese and other foreign expatriates.
Traffic between Jakarta and these industrial
estates is heavily jammed every day. Many
people therefore decide to live nearby their
work place. As many new investments are
still coming to the area, we feel there is
a big demand for good, comfortable
accommodation. The hotel will be managed
by our Japanese partner, Value Management
Co. Ltd. Japan, and will have a Japanese
restaurant / lounge and many other facilities.

Elements of a good contract

History of a relationship

In my view, a good construction contract
should have these three key elements: first,
the project’s purpose and intention should
be clear to all parties involved, including
subcontractors. Second, the budget for the
design and construction should be clear
and cover the maximum possible price and
quality specification. And third, the contract
should clearly state the responsibilities and
obligations, including time schedules for
project completion.

Our business relationship with BAM
International, then also known as Decorient,
started in the 1980s with the construction
of jetties in the Merak, Banten area. When
we built another chemical tank terminal in
2003, we awarded them the 20,000 DWT
jetty construction. In 2007, we also awarded
them the construction of our present ninestorey Head Office building in Jakarta.

We chose BAM International for our
hotel project in Cikarang because we are
confident of their ability, capacity and
commitment to executing the contract
as agreed.

The long-standing business relationship
between our group companies and BAM
International is based on mutual trust and
respect. We strongly believe that BAM
International will deliver what they commit
to. We are confident of their work quality
and on-time completion. Most importantly,
they have good management and a strong
organisation with warm-hearted people who
will try their best to make any project they
undertake a success.
We look forward to the successful
completion of our hotel project in 2015.

All hands on the button for the groundbreaking ceremony
in Cikarang: on 16 April 2014, BAM and its client gave the
starting signal for construction of this hotel and serviced
apartment accommodation for businessmen and foreign
staff working in one of South Asia’s key industrial areas.
From left to right: Edwin Gunawan, Rusli Gunawan,
Jun Tarikino, Yasumasa Yokohama, Rudy Gunawan
and Arjoto Wisanto
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Equal opportunities in BAM’s Indonesian branch

This is a man’s world …
An on-site ladies’ room, high-pitched laughter and a woman’s
signature on a quality approval form. Not so long ago they were rare
or even unimaginable on construction sites anywhere in the world.
Nowadays more and more women are playing their part in this
traditional male stronghold. And not just from behind a desk.
Gender equality is a Group-wide
commitment for BAM, and an example of
the progress that’s being made is the US
Embassy project in Jakarta, Indonesia. Nine
women are active on the project, including
two who are employed by the piling
subcontractor. They are still a minority and
they operate mostly at middle or entry level,
but their presence is a clear sign that the

The attraction of working away from the
office, she says, is in ‘the excitement, the
urgency to respond to immediate challenges
and obstacles, and the need to solve a
problem immediately as it arises.’

company is actively recruiting and deploying
qualified women.

work is under scrutiny. Maria Ingrid: ‘Being
visible in a men’s world means you have to be
really good. You also need to be assertive and
train yourself to speak your mind. If you shrink
away from giving your insight because you’re
worried men will ignore you, you will never
succeed.’

Dare to speak your mind
Four of these female team members can
be seen working on-site on a daily basis,
including QC Inspector Gaby Aghistha.

Gaby and her colleague Maria Ingrid Dilla, who
works as an HSE Inspector, are aware that they
are at the forefront of a development and their

Follow your talent
Gaby nor Maria Ingrid seems to be lacking
confidence about their own abilities. As
Gaby says, what it comes down to is that
regardless of gender, people should follow
their talents and choose the career that
gives them satisfaction. ‘I enjoy the
interaction with my colleagues and I know
which end of a wrench I should pull.’

… but women are
getting a better share

From left to right: Maria Ingrid Dilla, Shelly Manurung, Fani Akmaliyah Safitri, Gaby Aghistha,
Ruri Widiasih, Ansadilla Sitanggang, Rani Lestari, Vera Gea. In front: Artes Fatimah.
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50

A look back at the start of the Australian BAM Clough joint venture

years of
success

An adventurous attitude
towards engineering
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Harold Clough
xxxxxxxxGeneral
Former
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Manager

This year, the BAM Clough joint venture celebrates 50 years of
successful project delivery. Together with Clough’s former
chairman and managing director Harold Clough, View takes a
look at the start of a close association between two companies.
The timing was ideal. The year was 1964,
in the middle of the Australian iron ore
boom that followed after the relaxation
of an export ban. Australian engineering
and construction company Clough had
recently designed and built Western
Australia’s first steel jetty.
Meanwhile, Royal Netherlands
Harbourworks, due to the reputation of
Dutch engineers as leading in the marine
sector, had been approached to design
and construct a port at Parker Point in
Western Australia for metals and mining
corporation Hamersley Iron (today Rio
Tinto).

‘Can you build a jetty?’
So when Harbourwork’s Master Engineer
J.N. Wesselingh walked into the Clough
office and asked if they could build a
jetty, the answer was simply ‘Yes’.
Former General Manager Harold
Clough remembers the occasion well.
‘Mr Wesselingh had decided that the
operation would benefit from the local
knowledge of an Australian partner. We
at Clough were familiar with the lay of
the land, knew the pitfalls of dealing with
Australian unionised labour and were
making our own progress in engineering
feats.’
From a successful first project at Parker
Point, the joint venture moved on to
build a reputation for quality marine
works that were completed on time and
at a reasonable price. It became a major
contractor for the fast-growing
Australian iron ore and oil and gas
industries.

Parker Point Pr

oject 1964

50 years of friendship
Harold Clough: ‘This enduring reputation,
which I am proud to say still remains today,
was built on a foundation of determination,
quality, innovation and finally, good will.
During 50 years of friendship, each company
maintained a constant insistence on
excellence and took pride in its steadfast
determination to complete work on time,
but I believe what really cemented the
partnership and took the BAM Clough joint
venture beyond its competitors was its
willingness to remain innovative.’
‘We took an adventurous attitude towards
engineering and put our reputation on the
line to try something new. This was not
simply for the sake of being different or
standing out, because our innovations
utilised the best available technology and
engineering minds we possessed to provide
a client with optimal solutions.’

This year, the BAM Clough joint venture
celebrates 50 years of successful
partnership and project delivery.
BAM Clough has recently added a
fifteenth project to its row of major
near shore marine projects.
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QuickView

BAM to build petroleum jetty in Sierra Leone
BAM International and its South
African joint venture partner
Stefanutti Stocks have been awarded
the contract for the engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
of a petroleum jetty at the Kissy Oil
Terminal of Freetown in Sierra Leone.

Highest

It will take the joint venture approximately
one year to design and complete this
project for PetroJetty Ltd. The new
petroleum jetty comprises a 240 metres
steel trestle on steel piles, including a
concrete offloading platform of 12 x 25
metres, four mooring dolphins, two
breasting dolphins and a fender rack.
For the top works, sister company BAM
Leidingen & Industrie will engineer and

supply the hose tower, the firefighting
system and the piping and electrical part.
PetroJetty is the local affiliate of trading
and downstream company Oryx Energies,
an energy division of private investment
group AOG. The new jetty will provide a
key import and export facility for the
country and a modern export base for
ethanol.

level for BAM in Singapore
Proud smiles all around after
the successful audit: Vale Project
Manager Tom van Breda,
as well as auditors Yew Lai Hin
and Andrew Yew.

Recognition for BAM’s safety policies and a
boost for our status in the Singaporean
market: after an extensive audit, BAM
International was awarded a bizSAFE Star,
the fifth and highest level of certification in
the Singaporese bizSAFE health and safety
certification programme.
The bizSAFE system was introduced by the
Workplace Safety and Health Council of
Singapore in 2011. Companies can certify at
five levels. Increasingly, clients in the
Singaporean market recognise the value of
bizSAFE certification and make it a
requirement for contract award.
With a level 5 bizSAFE Star awarded, we
have been able to formally apply for bizSAFE
Partner status. As a bizSAFE Partner, BAM
International now has the highest level of
accreditation and increased control of
subcontractors.
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We were nominated!

Second production line reaches highest point

Latin America Trade Award

Fireworks again for Holcim

BAM International was one of three companies who were
nominated for the Latin America Trade Award 2013, a
prestigious prize for Dutch entrepreneurs operating in
Latin America.

Construction of the second line of the Holcim cement
plant in Tuban, East Java, reached its highest point in
April. Seven weeks ahead of schedule, this is a major step
towards timely completion.

Initiated by the Dutch-Latin American Business Council in 2001,
the award is granted every two years by a jury consisting of
several representatives from the business industry and relevant
ministries and is given to a company that positively distinguished
itself within the Dutch – Latin American economic relations.
Nominations depend on the jury’s assessment of various themes
as sustainability, economic and social engagement, growth and
the company’s presence in Latin America, promotion of the
Netherlands and creativity. This year, three nominations were
chosen from a pool of over 50 Dutch companies. Alongside BAM
International, the two other nominees were STC
B.V. and Mammoet Brasil.
The jury’s final decision was announced
during a festive network event in the
Heineken Experience in with Mammoet
Brasil as the winner.
Alejandro Cacicedo,
Area Coordinator Latin America:
‘The nomination is a positive note which
shows BAM International’s increasing
commitment in the region.’

The contract to construct a second production line for Holcim’s new
cement plant in East Java followed last year on the heels of
completion of the first production line. Both lines consist of several
dozen concrete structures, of which the pre-heater is the tallest. It
measures 125 metres and contains 7,500 of the project’s estimated
62,000 cubic metres of structural concrete.

Swift, but also safe
Project Manager James Aikman was pleased to see this much
progress being made and invited client Holcim and their general
contractor Polysius to join the team in the topping-out ceremony.
Just like in the initial project, the occasion was marked with a display
of fireworks from the top of the tower.
In his speech, James stressed the importance of the fact that not only
did the team complete the structure ahead of schedule, but also
without accidents or incidents.
Overall the project is now 98% complete measured against quantity
of concrete poured with all major structures and buildings complete.
The emphasis is now shifting towards the final stages of demobilising
staff, formwork and equipment, as well as compiling and closing out
building punch lists.

Construction Week’s

Project Manager of the Year
Maged Fares, who led the BAM International
team on the design and construction of the
Hazza Bin Zayed Stadium in Al Ain, Abu
Dhabi, has been awarded Project Manager
of the Year 2013 by Construction Week
magazine.
The award was presented during the
Construction Week Awards Ceremony late
last year in Dubai, a gala event celebrating
the achievements of the construction
industry in the countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council.

Maged Fares had been shortlisted as finalist
together with four other project managers.
BAM International is proud that he came out
the winner.
Throughout the project, Maged has been an
inspiration to his team, who took on the
project’s technical and logistic challenges in
good spirit and in seamless collaboration
with the client and the engineer. As a result,
the Hazza Bin Zayed Stadium project was
completed to the full satisfaction of our
client, AAFAQ Holdings.
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The precast yard balances
two major streams of production

It’s all in
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Jan Roos
xxxxxxxxManager
Project
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Precast
Yard Indonesia

the mix
28,000 cubic metres
of concrete in units between
20 and 120 tonnes

Very different requirements from two large Australian projects posed a logistical
challenge at BAM International’s precast yard in Cilegon, West Java. The solution:
day and night shifts to separate the concrete mixes and keep up the pace.
After an eventful year, the precast yard is
now well underway to completing
production of precast elements for two
major BAM Clough LNG project sites in
Australia: Ichthys in Darwin and
Wheatstone in Onslow.

The numbers speak
To give you an idea of the size of these
projects: the average weight of precast
units varies between 30 tonnes
(Wheatstone) and 70 tonnes (Ichthys).
The handling of these heavy units
requires special lifting and transport
equipment. To hoist and transport the
precast units in the yard and to the
vessels, four new 80-tonne gantry cranes
and one 120-tonne dolly were invested in
the precast yard.

The majority of the precast production
consists of the fabrication of solid concrete
headstocks, double and single T-beams,
fender beams and nibs and slabs. The total
estimated volume of concrete is 28,000 cubic
metres, 80% of which will be used to pour
precast elements for Ichthys and 20% to
supply the Wheatstone project.

Strict separation of processes
Since both projects require different concrete
mixes, production is divided over day and
night shifts: the dayshift casts elements for
Ichthys and the night shift takes care of the
units for Wheatstone.

to Darwin (Ichthys projects) and over 100
precast elements were sent to Onslow
(Wheatstone project). Precast production
now stands at 75% completion for the
Ichthys project and over 60% of all
concrete works for Wheatstone.
Through the efforts of the day and night
shift teams and in close cooperation with
our clients’ representatives, all precast
units are being produced to the highest
quality standards.

Ships regularly come into the nearby port to
collect completed T-beams and headstocks.
More than 400 units have now been shipped
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AP5

Increasing capacity
in Port Hedland

Ian Chevis
Project Manager

AP5 represents Forescue Metals Group’s fifth iron ore loading
berth at its Herb Elliott Port facility located at Anderson Point.
For BAM Clough it represents a contract to design, build and
commission this world class facility.

Located in Port Hedland, Western Australia, AP5 will
increase Fortescue’s operational flexibility. It will
consist of a 306-metre-long wharf extension, seven
berthing dolphins, and the supply and installation of
wharf conveyor modules.
The contract was awarded in early February 2014
and BAM Clough has already started the engineering
stage with procurement and planning work.
Construction activities are scheduled to commence
in May 2014 with project completion anticipated in
early 2015.
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Project manager on AP5 is Ian Chevis. Ian has been
with Clough for 36 years, with his most recent BAM
Clough position being a board member on the Pluto
jetty, another - completed - BAM Clough project.

Tanzania’s president officially opens the Terminal III project

Preparing for

take-off

President Jakaya Kikwete of Tanzania
laid the foundation stone for the
construction of Phase I of the Terminal III
passenger lounge at Julius Nyerere
International Airport in Dar es Salaam
in April 2014.

Host of the ceremony was Mr Suleiman Said
Suleiman, Director General of Tanzania Airport
Authority (TAA). He welcomed President Kikwete
and guests from, among others, TAA, construction
consultants ACE and BAM International.

Vital for Tanzania’s economy
President Kikwete officially revealed the foundation
stone and commemorative plaque and expressed his
optimism that the new facility will play a crucial role
in improving air travel as the country gears towards
realising middle-income economy by 2025. He
added that air transport is no longer the luxury it
was once perceived to be. It is vital in promoting
Tanzania’s tourism industry.

Fully modern airport
Mr Suleiman explained the importance of the new
terminal, which will increase the airport’s capacity
from 1.2 million to 6 million passengers per year.
The facility will also create some 7,000 new jobs and
will boost the airport’s position as a major transport
and business hub in East and Central Africa.
At 60,000 square metres, Terminal III will be over
four times the size of Terminal II. It will provide all
the convenience and comfort of a modern airport
and can accommodate all sizes of commercial
airplanes, including the Airbus 380.
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APMT Moín Container Terminal
Location
Moín, Costa Rica
Client
APM Terminals
Contract period
2013 – 2016
Contract value
€340 million
Contractor
Van Oord BAM

Local quarries involved in the Moín Container Terminal project

A rock to

Tajo Chirripo, the riverside quarry where the consortium
is sourcing the rock for the breakwater that will keep
Moín Container Terminal safe from the ocean waves.
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build on
‘Entrepreneurial spirit
		

that accounts for success
in the wider region’

A quarter of a million tonnes of rock is needed in the first phase of building the
breakwater for the Moín Container Terminal in Costa Rica. Local businesses are
weighing in to make the start of the project a success.
Guarding the construction site from the
force of the ocean waves is the first step
in the construction of Moín Container
Terminal. A breakwater will do just that.
To give it the weight it needs to sit solid
in the water, its core will consist of river
rock. The source of this rock, after careful
consideration of the options in the local
and international market, is the Tajo
Chirripo quarry, some 30 kilometres
from the construction site.

Thriving business community
The quarrying and transport of the rock
are being organised through the
involvement of local companies. ‘They

are eager to participate in the project’, says
Gustavo Campopiano, the project’s QA/QC
Manager. ‘Costa Rica has a thriving business
community, with an entrepreneurial spirit
that accounts for successes throughout the
Caribbean. In an infrastructure project of this
size, their help is more than welcome.’
And so, local engineering companies,
laboratories and quarries are now weighing
in to ensure the success of the project with
top-rate materials and services.

Gustavo. ‘This quarry is known nationally
and internationally for its arid rock. And
while the first transports are coming in,
other quarries for different types of rock
have been identified and are being
assessed.’
Moín Container Terminal is Costa Rica’s
largest private investment to date and is
expected to boost exports, create new
jobs and increase business volumes in
general.

A boost for the economy
‘The first transport of 40,000 tonnes of rock
from Tajo Chirripo arrived in April’, says
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Ichthys LNG Project Module
Offloading Facility (MOF)
Location
Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia
Client
JGC Corporation, KBR and Chiyoda
Corporation joint venture (JKC JV)
Design
BAM Infraconsult/DMC
Contract period
February 2012 – May 2014
Contract value
€110 million

At the beginning of April 2014, the BAM Clough teams on
the Ichthys jetty and MOF projects in Western Australia
successfully reached a million man-hours LTI-free.

For a full million man-hours no one on either
project incurred any injury that resulted in
time lost from work.
To express their appreciation of this
significant achievement, the project
management has organised a celebration
during which all team members received a
special set of backpacks and hats.

The project has implemented the IIF culture
as well as a Behavioral Based Safety program
called Carefactor that has contributed to the
safety culture that is now embedded with all
the crews and staff. This achievement brings
pride to all involved.

One million
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Ichthys Product Loading Jetty
Location
Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia
Client
JGC Corporation, KBR and Chiyoda
Corporation joint venture (JKC JV)
Design
BAM Infraconsult/DMC
Contract period
March 2012 – December 2014
Contract value
€300 million

Progress on the Ichthys LNG jetty

The gap is closing
Surely and not at all slowly, the LNG jetty for the Ichthys
project in Darwin, Australia, is closing in on the jetty head
platforms. The specially modified cantilever bridge is due to
close the gap by the end of May.

BAM’s self-designed and fabricated
cantilever bridge recently finished the
construction of the trestle that carries the
local electrical and instrument rooms. It has
moved on the access trestle to the offshore
LNG jetty head platform. At the other end, in
open water, the IB-909, BAM’s tried and
tested jack-up barge has now finished piling
works on the LPG platforms. Meanwhile,
BAM’s special beam placing unit has started
work on the placing of TT beams.

Up before dawn
Each day, in the early morning the entire
Ichthys project team gets together for a
physical warm-up. Stretching exercises, even
for those who work in the office, help to stay
fit and focused. Warming up the muscles
before work is also a simple and effective
way to prevent injuries.
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As jack-up barge IB-909 is moving on to its
next job on the LPG trestle in support of the
cantilever bridge, two more barges, the
IB-428 and the Arnhem Constructor are being
mobilised to site to step up the pace. And in
addition to all this BAM-owned equipment,
the Svenja, a heavy lift vessel rented from
SAL Heavy Lift is coming in to deliver the
LNG platform. Next up for the Svenja is the
LPG platform, which it will first be collecting
from the steel prefabrication yard in Batam.

Introducing:

BAM International’s
new Managing Director
Wouter Remmelts strenghtens the BAM International Management
Board following the success of the company’s growth strategy.

Wouter Remmelts was appointed
Managing Director on 1 February
2014. He, Martin Bellamy

Wouter Remmelts has been employed by
Royal BAM Group since 1986, most recently
as Managing Director of BAM Civiel, BAM’s
civil engineering operating company in the
Netherlands.

(Managing Director) and
George Mazloumian (Chairman)
now form the three-member
Management Board.

During the 1990s he was employed by BAM
International. During these years he climbed
from engineering to management positions
on postings in the US, Brunei, Egypt and
finally Libya, where he was General Manager.
Now, as he returns to BAM International and
international construction, he finds a

company that is bristling with energy: ‘The
successful growth of the past few years
shows clearly that there is a market for our
skills and expertise. If we focus on the right
opportunities I’m convinced we can take
this success even further.’
Wouter’s responsibilities as Managing
Director include Area Australia, Worldwide
Tunnelling, the Plant Department and Public
Relations. The Managers of these divisions
will report directly to him.

Return to a company
that bristles with energy
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First Valemax vessel
The first Valemax ship berthed at Vales brand-new Teluk
Rubiah distribution centre in Malaysia in March.

The largest iron ore
carriers in the world
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in Malaysia

The Berge Everest, one of Vale’s firstbuilt Valemax-class ore carriers, the
largest of their kind in the world, left the
Brazilian Port of Tubarão in Espírito
Santo in February carrying 382,500
metric tons of iron ore.
The delivery of the ship marks an
important milestone for the Malaysian
terminal, which will increase Vale’s
logistical capacity and will meet the
demand of the steel industry in the Asia
Pacific region. The operation of the
distribution centre is an important part
of Vale’s strategy to increase its
competitiveness in the Asian market and
to be closer to this market’s customers.
BAM International in joint venture with
its Australian partner McConnell Dowel
and Malaysian partner See Young & Son
designed and built the distribution
centre’s major import and export
wharves, and the 1,800-metre-long
access trestle connecting the import
wharf to shore. The design was provided
by BAM Infraconsult/DMC and SKM.
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Aqaba New LNG Terminal
Location
18 kilometres south of Aqaba, Jordan
Client
Aqaba Development Corporation
(ADC)
Design
BAM Infraconsult/DMC
Contract period
January 2014 – April 2015
Contract value
€47 million

Preparations begin for Aqaba’s new LNG terminal

Natural gas
Another step in the development of Aqaba Special Economic
Zone (ASEZ), and a third contract in succession for BAM
International and its local partner MAG in Aqaba, Jordan:
the design and construction of an LNG terminal.
With the development of ASEZ, a liberalised,
low-tax, duty-free, multi-sector economic
zone, Aqaba intends to take full advantage
of its position on the Red Sea coastline and
become a world-leading hub for business
and leisure. The main development
corporation for the zone is Aqaba
Development Corporation.

New source for Jordan’s gas grid
Following the recently completed extension
of the existing Aqaba Container Terminal
and the currently on-going construction of
Aqaba New Port just south of the city, BAM
International and its local partner MAG have
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now started preparations for a third joint
venture project: the construction of a new
LNG terminal, including jetty structures and
MEP works.
The jetty will connect the existing gas fired
power station, some 20 kilometres south of
Aqaba’s city centre, to a floating storage
regasification unit (FSRU). Re-gasified
natural gas from the FSRU will be
transported to shore, where it will enter the
Jordan Gas Transmission Pipeline (part of
the Arab Gas Pipeline that supplies gas to
Jordan and its neighbours in the north).

for Jordan
Continued relationship
The scope of design and construction
includes the LNG jetty and its approach
trestle, including MEP services, as well as the
24-inch LNG pipeline and metering system
that will handle the natural gas from the
FSRU to the tie-in point on the shore of the
Red Sea. The 47-million euro project will
take 15 months to complete.

xxxxxxxx McDonagh
Howard
xxxxxxxxxxxxx
Project
Manager

Piles to test the seabed
While design teams are drawing up the
plans and the site is being prepared for
construction, the team is being mobilised
and the test pile driving and testing is being
planned. These piles have already arrived.
They will be used in tests to determine the
soil conditions in the seabed before the
actual construction begins.

The LNG jetty contract continues BAM and
MAG’s relationship with their client Aqaba
Development Corporation. Also involved in
the project are BAM subsidiary DMC (for the
marine design) and Kentz from Saudi Arabia
for the MEP design.
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Worldwide
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